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Abstract Employing first-principles density functional

theory based calculations we investigated the change in

electronic structure of CaCu3B4O12 compounds as one

moves from 3d (Co) to 4d (Rh) to 5d (Ir) element at B site.

Our study sheds light on valences of Cu and B ions as one

moves from 3d to 4d to 5d based compounds. The valence

of Cu in Co and Rh compound turn out to be that of less

known 3? state, while that in Ir compound turn out to be

commonly known 2? state. Our first-principles study

provide microscopic understanding of these different

valences of Cu, in terms of changes in the mixing of Cu

x2 - y2 and B-a1g states, driven by changes in the crystal

field and spin splitting. The stronger crystal field splitting

for 4d and 5d elements compared to 3d at B site drive the

low-spin state at Rh and Ir site as opposed to intermediate

spin in case of Co.

Introduction

Recently A site ordered perovskite oxidesAA03B4O12 have

attracted considerable attention due to their interesting and

intrinsic properties. For example CaCu3Mn4O12 shows large

magnetoresistance even at low magnetic field [1], while

CaCu3Ti4O12 [2] is an antiferromagnetic insulator and has

large dielectric constant. Therefore, it is clear that substitu-

tion at the B site induces drastic changes in the electronic

structure of such compounds. In order to study the effect of

substitution at the B site, on the electronic structure we have

carried out a first-principles study on a series of compounds

CaCu3B4O12 (B=Co, Rh, Ir). Note that Co, Rh, and Ir belong

to the same column of the periodic table, with Co, Rh, and Ir

being 3d, 4d and 5d elements, respectively. This provides a

nice opportunity to study the effect of changing from a 3d to

a 4d to a 5d element at B site on the physical properties of

the compounds. Among these three compounds, while

CaCu3Co4O12 and CaCu3Ir4O12 compounds have been

synthesized, [3–5] CaCu3Rh4O12 compound is yet to be

synthesized. Very few first-principles calculations exist on

these compounds. The physical properties of CaCu3Ir4O12 is

yet to be measured. The measurement of physical properties

of CaCu3Co4O12 compound, has established its metallic

character, conduction being dominated by Co-d state. Riet-

veld refinement of synchroton powder X-ray diffraction

suggests 3? valence of Cu ion in square-planar geometry

making the situation interesting.

Structural details

CaCu3B4O12 (B=Co, Rh, Ir) compounds crystallize in

body-centered cubic symmetry with space group Im�3

(space group number 204). B atoms sit in octahedral

environment created by O ions and Cu atoms remain at

center of a CuO4 square-planar environment. BO6 octahe-

dra corner share with each other. Each O ion is shared by

two BO6 octahedra and one CuO4 square plane as shown

in the inset of Fig 1. In spite of the underlying cubic

symmetry of the compounds, the space group allows for

trigonal distortion to be present in BO6 octahedra. In

addition to this, there is also distortion present in square-

planar environment, which makes O–Cu–O angle different

from 90�.
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Computational details

Calculations have been carried out in the plane wave basis

as implemented in the VASP code [6] and the muffin-tin

orbital (MTO) based linear MTO (LMTO) [7] and N-th

order MTO (NMTO) [8] basis. The exchange correlation

functional was chosen to be generalized gradient approxi-

mation (GGA) [9]. The missing electron–electron correla-

tion beyond GGA was taken into account through

improved approximation of GGA ? U in the sense of

static, mean field theory. For the plane wave calculations,

we used projector augmented wave (PAW) [10] potentials

and the wave functions were expanded in the plane wave

basis with a kinetic energy cutoff of 600 eV. Reciprocal

space integrations were carried out with a k mesh of

6 9 6 9 6. The GGA ? U calculations were performed

with the ?U implementation of Dudarev et al. [11] We

have used U value of 5 eV on Cu site and 4 eV on B site

while the Hund’s rule coupling J was fixed to 0.8 eV.

Ideally one would expect U to vary at B site as one moves

from 3d(Co) to 4d(Rh) to 5d(Ir) series. The choice of U

value of 4 eV though appropriate for Co, one would expect

it to be reduced for Rh and Ir. However, in the absence of a

good prescription of how exactly it would vary, we have

kept it fixed. We have checked the validity of our obtained

results in terms of reduced value of U (U = 2 eV) for Rh

and Ir. We found that the basic conclusions in terms of

valence states of B and Cu ions remain unchanged though

the precise values of quantities like magnetic moments etc.,

change. In the following, we, therefore, report results

obtained with uniform choice of U value of 4 eV at B site.

U value at Cu site in a square-planar geometry is expected

to be 4–8 eV and chosen to be 5 eV [12]. The obtained

results were verified in terms of variation of U parameter.

The NMTO-downfolding calculation has been used to

determine the crystal field splitting at Cu and B sites. For

this purpose, NMTO-downfolding calculations were car-

ried out keeping only the Cu-d and B-d states active and

downfolding all the other states, including O-p states. The

on-site block of the real space Hamiltonian in Cu-d, B-d

basis, gives the crystal field splitting.

Results

Structural optimization

Among the three compounds we have studied, for

CaCu3Co4O12 [3, 4] and CaCu3Ir4O12 CaCu3Ir4O12 [5]

compounds experimentally measured structural parameters

are available in the literature. We first carried out structural

optimization for CaCu3Co4O12 and CaCu3Ir4O12 com-

pounds and compared with experimental results. This

comparison turned out to be reasonable (see Table 1),

validating our optimization scheme. In the next step, we

have carried out geometry optimization for CaCu3Rh4O12

compound to get their structural parameters since for this

compound the experimental results are not available. For

this purpose, we have replaced Ir by Rh in CaCu3Ir4O12

and carried out structural optimization. Similarly we have

done another set of calculation starting from the

CaCu3Co4O12 compound. The structural parameters

obtained from the two sets of calculations agree with each

other within the accuracy of our calculation. We have used

Fig. 1 Conventional unit cell

(z = 2) of CaCu3Co4O12.

Yellow, blue, green, and red
atoms represent Ca, Cu, Co

(Rh/ Ir), and O ions,

respectively. CoO6 octahedra

and CuO4 square-planar

environment are represented by

green octahedra and blue
square, respectively. The inset
shows separately CoO6

octahedra and CuO4 square

plane along with the distortion

angles (Color figure online)



the theoretically optimized structural parameters of three

compounds in all calculations, described in the following.

Non-spin polarized electronic structure

Figure 2 shows the non-spin polarized density of states

(DOS) for all the three compounds calculated within GGA.

Due to the presence of octahedral environment, B-d states

in BO6 octahedra get split into two manifolds, t2g and eg.

Within the non-spin polarization scheme, t2g states are

partially occupied lying around Ef, consistent with less than

half filled (d5) nature of d occupancies of B ion, and the eg

states are completely empty lying above Ef. The energy

separation between t2g and eg states is maximum for Ir

compound (*3 eV), where as in CaCu3Co4O12 those two

manifolds are at closest separation, reflecting the larger

B–O covalency in moving from 3d(Co) to 4d (Rh) to 5d(Ir)

metal ions. Cu-d states are mostly occupied and are well

below (*2 eV) the Fermi energy (Ef), with some unoc-

cupied states lying just above Ef. In order to determine the

precise positions of B and Cu d energy levels, NMTO-

downfolding calculations are carried out keeping Cu-d and

B-d states active and downfolding all other states, includ-

ing O-p states. On-site block of real space Hamiltonian in

Cu-d and B-d basis gives energy level splitting of Cu-d and

B-d states. The octahedral crystal field splits B-d levels into

t2g and eg
r. Further due to trigonal distortion t2g manifold

(as shown in Fig. 3) of B ions get split between doubly

degenerate eg
p and singly degenerate a1g. As we move from

3d to 4d to 5d element at B site, the energy separation

between a1g and eg
r levels increases. The d levels at Cu site

get split into xz, yz, 3z2 - 1, xy and x2 - y2 in order of

increasing energy with large separation between x2 - y2

and rest. The relative position of highest lying Cu-d level,

which is of x2 - y2 character, with respect to a1g of cor-

responding B-d state changes as one move from 3d to 4d to

5d element at B site. The difference between Cu - x2 - y2

and B-a1g energies, is smallest for Ir compound and biggest

for Co compound.

Table 1 Optimized lattice

constants and selected bond-

lengths and bond-angles of

CaCu3B4O12 (B=Co, Rh, Ir)

compounds with the

corresponding experimentally

measured values within the

parentheses.[3–5]

CaCu3Co4O12 CaCu3Rh4O12 CaCu3Ir4O12

B–B bond-length (Å) 3.598 (3.561) 3.751 3.777 (3.737)

B–O bond-length (Å) 1.918 (1.901) 2.026 2.028 (1.999)

Cu–O bond-length (Å) 1.887 (1.860) 1.904 1.950 (1.949)

\B-O-B� 139.5 (139.0) 135.6 137.2 (138.4)

\O–B–O

(90 ± d)�, d = 0.1 (0.2) 1.3 1.7 (1.5)

\ O–Cu–O

(90 ± d)�, d = 4.9 (4.9) 8.3 8.3 (7.6)

Lattice constant (Å) 7.197 (7.123) 7.502 7.554 (7.474)
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Fig. 2 Non-spin polarized DOS calculated within GGA using LMTO

basis. The top, middle, and bottom panel represents DOS for

CaCu3Co4O12, CaCu3Rh4O12 , and CaCu3Ir4O12, respectively. The

black and red lines represent the B-d and Cu-d states, respectively.

The filled area represents O-p states. Energy is plotted with respect to

the Fermi Energy (Ef) (Color figure online)
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Fig. 3 The crystal filed splitting of B-d (marked in black lines) and

Cu-d (marked in red lines) states, computed by NMTO-downfolding

technique. The left, middle, and right panels represent splitting of B

and Cu-d states in CaCu3Co4O12, CaCu3Rh4O12 and CaCu3Ir4O12 ,

respectively. All the energies are in eV unit (Color figure online)



Spin polarized electronic structure calculation

within GGA and GGA ? U

Table 2 shows the magnetic moments calculated within

GGA for all the three compounds. Out of the three com-

pounds, only CaCu3Co4O12 converges to a proper, mag-

netic ground state with reasonable value of magnetic

moment. The magnetic moment at Co site is found to be

appreciable (0.7 lB) while that at at Cu site is found to be

negligibly small.

On applying Hubbard U at both A0 and B site, ground

state of all the three compounds converges to a magnetic

ground state. Table 3 shows the magnetic moments for all

the three compounds calculated within GGA ? U. Mag-

netic moment at B site increases due to application of

Hubbard U. Co ion in CaCu3Co4O12 shows largest moment

(1.71 lB), where as Rh ion in CaCu3Rh4O12 shows least

moment (0.14 lB). This may be expected as we move from

3d to 4d element at B site the band width would increase

and hence the magnetism will be less favored. It is how-

ever, interesting to note that in CaCu3Ir4O12 compound,

where the B ion is an 5d element, moment at B site is larger

compared to that in CaCu3Rh4O12 compound. In addition to

this, Cu ion in CaCu3Ir4O12 compound shows appreciable

magnetic moment which is not the case in both CaCu3Co4O12

and CaCu3Rh4O12 compounds. In order to understand the

origin of this, in Fig. 4 we show the DOS and corresponding

band structure calculated within GGA ? U for CaCu3-

Co4O12, CaCu3Rh4O12 and CaCu3Ir4O12. From band structure

plots, and the corresponding DOS plots, we find that for Cu

states, the x2 - y2 state is empty and rest of the states to be

filled in both spin channel for CaCu3Co4O12 as well as

CaCu3Rh4O12. The small energy level separation between Co

eg
r and Cu x2 - y2 make the mixing between the two, stronger

for Co compound compared to that in Rh compound. In case of

Ir compound, on the other hand the Cu x2 - y2 state is

occupied in the majority spin channel, and empty in minority

spin channel, with rest being occupied in both spin channels.

This leads us to conclude that Cu is in (?3) like state in Co and

Rh compounds and is in (?2) like state in Ir compound. This is

also consistent with negligible magnetic moments of Cu in Co

and Rh and an appreciable one in Ir compound. This leaves Co

and Rh to be in nominal mixed valence state of d3.25? and Ir to

be in d4? state, assuming Ca and O to be in nominal valences

of (2?) and (2-), respectively. Focusing on B-d states, we

find that Co eg
r and a1g are empty in the minority spin channel,

Co eg
r states are partially filled in the majority spin channel,

and rest are occupied. This leads to the intermediate spin (IS)

state of Co. Moving to Rh, we find Rh eg
r states become empty

in both spin channels, with Rh a1g states become partially

occupied in majority spin channel, suggesting the low-spin

(LS) state of Rh-d. For Ir compound, we find while the Ir eg
r

levels are completely empty in both spin channels and eg
p states

are filled in both spin channels, Ir a1g state is occupied in

majority spin channel and partially empty in minority spin

channel giving rise to LS state of Ir-d.

Discussion and summary

In the present study, we carried out a thorough analysis of

the electronic structure of A site ordered perovskites

AA03B4O12 with choice of A=Ca, A0 ¼ Cu. Keeping this

choice fixed, the B site ion is varied between choices of Co,

Rh and Ir which belong to the same column of the periodic

table and therefore isoelectronic. Our analysis shows that

changing the B site cation from a 3d element (Co) to

4d element (Rh) to 5d element (Ir) has interesting and

important changes in the Cu valency which in turn effect

the valence of B site cation. The nominal valence of Cu is

found to be in less known Cu3? state for Co and Rh

compounds, while in Cu2? state for Ir compound. Such

unusual valence of Cu in square-planar geometry has been

reported for LaCu3Fe4O12 compound [13] which is found

to show interesting temperature driven valence change and

large negative thermal expansion at room temperature.

Similar effect can also be explored in Co and Rh com-

pound. Preliminary experimental study supports our theo-

retically predicted Cu3? valence [14]. The change in

valence of Cu, causes also the valence at B site to change in

moving from Co to Rh to Ir, apart from the spin state

changes. The resulting changes in the electronic structure

lead to nice half metallic states for Co and Ir compounds

Table 2 Magnetic moments in units of lB calculated within GGA

using plane wave basis

CaCu3Co4O12 CaCu3Rh4O12 CaCu3Ir4O12

B(Co/ Rh/ Ir) 0.70 (0.21) 0.0 (0.0) 0.01 (0.0)

Cu 0.04(0.0) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0)

O 0.05 (0.01) 0.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0)

Values within parenthesis are corresponding moments calculated

using LMTO basis

Table 3 Magnetic moments in units of lB calculated within

GGA ? U using plane wave basis

CaCu3Co4O12 CaCu3Rh4O12 CaCu3Ir4O12

B(Co/ Rh/ Ir) 1.71 (1.68) 0.14 (0.15) 0.67(0.74)

Cu 0.07 (0.05) -0.05 (-0.01) 0.61 (0.55)

O -0.02 (0.01) 0.04 (0.03) 0.16 (0.17)

Values within parenthesis are corresponding moments calculated

using LMTO basis. U values used on Cu and B(= Co, Rh, Ir) ions are

5 and 4 eV, respectively



which may be explored for spintronics applications. Rh

compound is found to be at the verge of insulating

behavior, a small amount of disorder can lead to a complete

insulating solution.

To conclude, using DFT calculations, we investigated the

electronic structure, valences and spin states of Cu and B site

in CaCu3B4O12 compounds, with B=Co, Rh, and Ir. Our study

shows interesting variation in valences of Cu and B ions upon

changing from 3d to 4 d to 5d ion at B site. Our theoretically

predicted results may be verified experimentally.
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Fig. 4 Spin polarized

electronic structure, band

structure, and DOS, calculated

within GGA ? U approach

(UB = 4 eV, UCu = 5 eV,

J = 0.8 eV) of CaCu3Co4O12

(left panel), CaCu3Rh4O12

(middle panel) and CaCu3Ir4O12

(right panel). The top (bottom)

panels are for majority

(minority) spin channel. Black,

red, green , and blue lines in

DOS plots represent projections

onto B-t2g, B-eg, Cu-d, and

O-p states respectively. The

composition of bands near Ef

are shown in boxes, with

numbers in brackets indicating

the number of bands of the

corresponding character (Color

figure online)
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